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The GLA (Gay Liberation Alliance) who coordinated the successful demonstration at the Cala Foods on March 11th against the sale of Florida citrus products, is coordinating another one, and the GLA is seeking new dedicated gay liberationists to join. If you wish to help the GLA in its efforts to halt the gay backlash, send your help to: Gay Liberation Alliance, P.O. Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101. Also the GLA is seeking new dedicated gay liberationists to join.

GAY LIBERATION ALLIANCE FILES PROTEST OVER ANITA BRYANT SHOW ON CALA FOODS

The GLA filed a protest with KVOF and with the FCC concerning the telecast on KVOF of Anita Bryant and her husband on the program, "Praise the Lord Club", in which she and her husband violated the fairness doctrine in making legislative attempts to repeal their gay rights laws passed by the City of West Palm Beach. Other such groups are forming in Indiana, which is working back into a group, religious, who have pledged to "win all gays to Christ, regardless of morality!". And, in Colorado, a group has organized with an approach that is dangerous, for the numbers supporting her are growing daily. She and her husband Bob Greene make a pleasant pitch, not any half-fare defense.

Anita Bryant's approach is very smooth, and very cunning, for she comes on like a loving mother, and that approach is dangerous, for the numbers supporting her are growing daily. She and her husband Bob Greene make a pleasant pitch, not any half-fare defense.

"her approach is one which is frightening, for she appears most reasonable to make sense, and using the word love often, saying that she doesn't hate homosexuals, she doesn't want them harmed. She is in a most persuasive person we have ever confronted in the history of the gay liberation movement", said Crusader editor, Rev. Ray Broshears also the GLA president.

Morris Lightweight Los Angeles gay activist, also feels that Anita Bryant is the most serious threat to the gay liberation movement in his time, along with a growing number of ex-gays who have organized in to a group, religious, who have pledged to "win all gays to Christ, regardless of morality!"

Kight considers the two fronts "frightening" and "not a very effective approach". Pennsylvania, Arkansas and New Hampshire are making legislative attempts to repeal their gay rights laws passed by the City of West Palm Beach. Other such groups are forming in Indiana, which is working back into a group, religious, who have pledged to "win all gays to Christ, regardless of morality!". And, in Colorado, a group has organized with an approach that is dangerous, for the numbers supporting her are growing daily. She and her husband Bob Greene make a pleasant pitch, not any half-fare defense.

It is obvious that Anita Bryant is having an effect upon the American people. It is obvious that Anita Bryant is having an effect upon the American people.

... GIVE THE FAGS SOME PEANUTS ... was the remark of a White House aide, when he learned of the California meeting with the NGTF. Most all gay rights activists agree that Carter, a Southern Baptist, the same as Anita Bryant, will not be supporting any gay rights cause openly. Many gays have pointed out that Carter shucked off the gay rights issue during his campaign and that he continues to do so by BELP LINE. All gay rights activists agree that Carter will not touch the very hot gay rights situation during his first term.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, April 16th to our good friend and fine humanitarian, MELVINA! Thank you so very much AL HANKEN... and also, thanks to Sgt. KEITH PARKER of the PS Broshears

The CABLE CAR CRA has numerous black members, and one gay person who used to cross-dress when he came into the old Helping Hands Center on Turk Street, and he hates the open gay
tes here in San Francisco.

The current president of the CRA Coordinating Council, is attorney
BROSHEARS, Ray. He and his board of directors feel that the CRA is about to be
g, and it will be an interesting one at that.

We're getting some comments for many years, but we have not heard the word "republican" more often than Richard Nixon and his.Flu.

The CRA is an organization that means something to Republicans and
go public candidates run in San Francisco.

The CRA County Council needs someone who is a contractor,
and has the ability to make the word "republican" mean something to others besides the Nixonites and"defectors.

There is a danger of splitting the CRA and the Republican Party in San Francisco.

WHAT ABOUT NORTHERN STATION ? That is the question being asked by us, when we hear about the current
who commanded the Central when the elites allegedly took place. Captain Joseph Flynn, is now the Northern Station commander, and that district has long been charged by many in the
on corruption in the city. Former station chief, Sgt. Bradley Dumas has been found guilty of dereliction of duty,

All of the policemen were arrested before U.S. District Judge, Robert R. Schonbrun.
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Joanne has long been a hardworking Dan Jones, who worked to very best on the bankruptcy campaign.
The other thing that has had representation at this meeting is the ASPCA.

In this is the ASPCA and the city of San Francisco.

The ASPCA is the ASPCA, and they have been working to present murders to the officials in San Francisco.

The ASPCA is the ASPCA, and they have been working to present murders to the officials in San Francisco.

I call upon John Molinari to resign from the Republican Party ,

John Molinari was given a seat on the Republican County
ions of Dwight Tripp, Tom Spinosa, Sara Blagburn, and the Rev
Ray Broshears (me). The objections was that he had supported
issues Committee of the Republican County Central Committee.
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First off...the CSL (Community Softball League) is now Coyotes. But, Sacramento has a good chance of winning it and giving the punks a fight.

Recently, the Coyotes have began standing their ground behind Sacramento to fight off the intruding punks.

All gays are urged to stand up to the hoods whenever they are harassed. Calls to the Sacramento MCC and to their local bar for times and dates of the events.

Sacramento is entering a float in the Gay Freedom Day parade, and a splendid one at that, for good ole Frenchy.

The MOTHER JEFFREY AWARD will be given out on Saturday, April 16th, at the San Francisco Saturday Night at 7:30 PM.

The couple and the wedding party all wore yellow rose corsages. Rich and Les, God bless and prosper you both!

Also, incidently, these shows have been approved for the season, "Hello Dolly", "Music Man", "Showboat" and "Fiddler on the Roof".

Hart, 41, both of Sacramento, were united in the Bond Court. Leslie Dean Gaunt Underwood, 23, and Richard Benton Sisson, 34, were married at the San Francisco Saturday Night, each Wednesday at 7:30 PM. You are invited to attend. It is near the entrance to the Bar Commissary.

There are many ways to support the new film, and also, the record, "For You and Me". They will be open to all men and women in the Northern California area.

The expressed purpose of this resolution is to prevent the Pride Foundation, the San Francisco Gay Community Center, and the Gay Community to be compromised and changed into a Political organization. The Beckwith resolution is to be reconsidered by the Board of Directors. Mr. Beckwith and others present expressed their support for the resolution.

The Beckwith resolution was hotly opposed by Pride directors, Hank Wilson and attorney Andrew Betti. The author of the resolution requested a roll call vote which was not given.

Thanks to the Board of Directors for their support of the resolution. The Beckwith resolution was defeated by the Board of Directors.

Sometimes when burdens get too heavy.

And troubles seem to call.

But I'm glad there's still a Mountain Top.

Two thee by H. H.!!

BALLENTRENT, the owner of the Rescue House located in the Tenderloin of San Francisco, has announced the gay CRUSADERS round up his bar. The new bar, the First Annual Bar, has its grand opening on Saturday, April 27th.

The First Annual Bar is located at 1000 Divisadero Street. It will be open every day except Sunday from 4:00 PM to 2:00 AM.

The bar was organized by several members of the gay community who are concerned about the future of the Tenderloin area.

The bar is open to all, regardless of sexual orientation. The bar will serve a variety of alcoholic beverages as well as light snacks.

The bar is owned and operated by the San Francisco Gay Community Center and the San Francisco Gay Political Action Committee.

The bar is located at 1000 Divisadero Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. For more information, please call (415) 421-6305.

Special double bill... Brad Baker & Terry Vicks in Macho Grande plus David Savage Kevin Holmes

Savage is Back Again

Spartan

San Francisco's Largest All - Male Cinema & Lounge

150 Mason Street OPEN 10 to 2

Phone for Showtimes 415-5257

GAY CRUSADER

SACRAMENTO NEWS by Ron & David

The Northern California Federation of Express Parcels, Inc. will be held on Saturday, March 16th at 7:30 PM at the Salvation Army, 1200 11th Street, Sacramento. All worthy causes need it, attend please!

The Sacramento Pride and Grand Duchess campaign is to be held soon. Support the candidates of your choice. Check out the flyers that are going around your district and donate what you can. Hundreds of dollars have already been raised for the candidates.

The full story of the gay community in Sacramento is in the process of being written. The stories of the gay community in Sacramento is...we must fight for the rights we are owed in this state, and if we lose, there is more to come.

The news chapter in Sacramento has been closed down, but we must fight to keep it open.

We are the best chance...we are the only hope for Sacramento, and the future of Sacramento.
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**Astro Cruisin**

This is "Bull" your Gay Astrologist. This is my first column for the Gay Crusader, and I truly hope you will enjoy it. If you wish any personalized questions answered, please send them care of the Crusader and I will do my best to help you. Please include your birthdate, place and sign stamped envelope, to: BULL, c/o Gay Crusader, Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101.

This is "Bull", your Gay Astrologist. This is my first column for the Gay Crusader, and I

**TARUS**
- If your lover needs to be replaced, April's the month to do it. Venus is in Aries, and gets into a

**ARIFS**
- If you need to worry - just sit by the phone and stick it out at home.

**GEMINI**
- There are two areas where you'll find your hopes and dreams - on the road and

**CANCER**
- There are two areas where you'll find your hopes and dreams - on the road and

**LIBRA**
- You'll have to get out, but it's out there for you to get. A SUPER day on the 6th, when the Sun and

**PISCES**
- Don't be surprised if you find yourself more aggressive or dominating this month. You'll probably find April full of socials and lots of carnal pleasures. Make sure your demands don't backfire.

**APRIL ASTRO CRUISING:.........!**
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**JOIN US SUNDAY, APRIL 3rd for our BASEBALL**

**BRUNCH at 10 a.m. (one hour early)**

**For Fans Going To The Game**

**1121 Polk Street**

**San Francisco**

**THE ENDUP**

**SAN FRANCISCO**

**6th & Harrison**

**495-9550**

**Disco**
Mockingbird
cinema: Lee Raymond

Hello and thank you all who stopped in to see my little play. I hope you enjoyed yourselves. It was a great show and of course I should thank my great friend and director Jeff who really got me excited about this wonderful show. I hope you all enjoyed yourselves as much as I did. And yes, your applause was heard and it was all planned. I should thank everyone who attended and supported this show. It was a great success and I hope to see you all again soon.

Get moving into picture motions!
1. Tab Hunter - A typical
2. Sonja Henie - B fashion model
3. Burt Lancaster - C singer for Big Bands
4. Gary Cooper - D postman
5. Gypsy Rose Lee - E food attendant
6. Rock Hudson - F strongest

7. W.C. Fields - G corny comic
8. Betty Hutton - H strong woman
9. Dorothy Lamour - I worked in Atlantic City hotel
10. Cliff Webb - J concert pianist

Here is a list of 10 actors, can you pick the one who did NOT play "Tarzan?"
Lex Barker, Elmo Lincoln, Gordon Scott, Nick Cravat, John Wayne, Richard Denning, Robert Crabby, Danny Mill

Did you know that one of the most famous lines from the 1932 film "The Mummy" was actually spoken by Groucho Marx? He said to the mummy, "I've heard of the Sphinx, and now I've heard of the Mummy!"

The TRAP is using some neat hot wires in three from tonight. One of them is to be seen.

And now for the April Quiz........

Number 28...

Katherine Hepburn

Number 29...

1.. What movie did these three kids make for the big break (so it's said). Can anyone please tell me what three kids these are?

George Raft, Gaston Glass, and George Valentin

2.. What movie did these three kids make for the big break (so it's said). Can anyone please tell me what three kids these are?

Katharine Hepburn, Joan Fontaine, and Lucille Ball

5.. Who played Susan's daughter?

Elissa Landi

6.. What is "WRANGLER....ego and all, got where he is because he was bom..."? What you say it.

In the show "Wrangler," the character is played by Ralph Travers. He is known for his rugged good looks and his rough, tough personality.

Here are the answers to that quiz:
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Gerard-Smith has had serious troubles with the U.S. Postal authorities in recent times as well. He is loved by persons who have known him since he came to San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district, stated that Commission Rips he became interested in the Old Catholic Churches, and got into quarrels with Old Catholic priests. His Berkeley sex charge is now pending court hearings.

Carol Mezy, President of the Human Rights Commission, faction within the gay community, has gone out of the community ■ held a hearing in the Castro to discuss fire regulation. Daly, who is a political hack of the Foster-Goodstem group out most of the gay bars in SF as "fire traps." The rights Commission is supposed to deal with. The bar owners asked which bars were in violation of any rights. GAY ACTION who made the complaint to the Human Rights Commission still has not explained the discrimination, to the area of public safety. They have denounced Gerard-Smith as an "imposter" saying that the Roman Catholic Church’s Oakland Diocese. They have described Gerard-Smith as "catholic", yet not in such a way the church is one of a kind and not affiliated with any other Catholic Church or anywhere that has links with the U.S. Postal authorities in other areas.

Two things about Gerard-Smith are certain, and they are, that his church is one of a kind and not affiliated with any other Catholic Church or anywhere that has links with the U.S. Postal authorities in other areas.
Dear Sirs,

I have been following the disgraceful conduct of the so-called Christian Anita Bryant. I have never seen or heard such a hateful, pitiful person in my whole life.

This ignorant, poor excuse for a Christian is making a fool of herself, her children and of all who rally around us all.

Dear Sirs,

I have been reading the gay newspapers since I arrived in SF four years ago and it amazes me that your paper can do it? Vance Stillman

Dear Sirs,

It is quite simple, the Gay Crusader tries to maintain just enough ads to cover the costs involved in producing, printing, distributing, and maintaining the paper. The average SF Bay Area gay paper has much less than the 100 ads per issue of the Gay Crusader. The Gay Crusader has 125 advertisements per issue.

Dear Sirs,

Can I tell you one thing that is very true about the Gay Crusader it is quite simple, the Gay Crusader tries to maintain just enough ads to cover the costs involved in producing, printing, distributing, and maintaining the paper. The average SF Bay Area gay paper has much less than the 100 ads per issue of the Gay Crusader. The Gay Crusader has 125 advertisements per issue.

Dear Lady, 

I must say, your letter was the most stupid, ignorant words I have ever read. To those of us who feel that Anita Bryant is a tyrant, a bigot, a bigot, a bigot, and a bigot, we are outraged. We are outraged. We are outraged. We are outraged.

Dear Bruce,

I am writing to you to express my gratitude for the help you have given me. You have been a true friend to me.

Dear Bruce,

I would like to write to you to express my gratitude for the help you have given me. You have been a true friend to me.

Sandy
Important Phones

San Francisco's Most Incredibly Bath House

Gay Events Tape... daily gay calendar... 771-7979
Help Line... under arrest? need help?... 771-3366
Gay Swindlers... call us anytime... 771-3366
Black Gay Caucus... 863-8339
GALA... Gay Alliance of Latinos... 676-2489
Gay American Indians... 137-4776
Women's Support Group... 435-1614
Women's Center... 431-1198
Gay Bar Information... 771-3366
BAGL... Bay Area Gay Liberation... 626-8300
Gay Alienation Alliance... 771-3366
Dioptics... Gay Catholic organization... 863-9060
Gay Survival House... 825-9992
Lavender U... 711-1450

Society for Individual Rights... 781-1570
Metropolitan Community Church... 285-4043
Christ Orthodox Episcopal Church of God... 711-3366
Action House... for gay alcoholics... 931-4994
Gay Community Center... 621-9480
San Francisco Gay Democratic Club... 543-3990
Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club... 673-8164
Pacific Center for Human Growth... 841-6224
Operation Concern... 962-1282
Pride Foundation... 626-9788
Lesbians and Kids... 673-9496
Parents of Gay People... 623-0262
SF Gay Youth... 711-3366
SF Gay Police Department SFPD... 533-0113
SF Emergency Ambulance... 431-3000
SF Of B.R. Project... free hall... 572-2202
Public Defender... 523-1471
SF General Hospital... 543-2222
Inside Prevention... 226-3124
Gay Action... gay solidarity... 431-5122
Center For Special Problems... 438-2000
City V.D. Clinic... 298 4th Street... 515-4623

117 Taylor St.
474-7944

You've waited
SINCE
1325 B.C.

TODAY TO THE BEST!

Located in the heart of an ancient Egyptian love formula

"A Lubricant"

THE WORLD'S FIRST SPECIAL BLEND OF HERBS AND OILS CONTAINING NATURAL VITAMINS AND MINERALS.

TREAT YOURSELF TODAY TO SOMETHING SPECIAL!

Available at:
Book Stores
Elevators
4oz Bottles...
"99" SIX PACK
six 4oz bottles
GREAT FOR THE BATHS

MAIL TO: F.R.L. 753 SHRADER, S.F. 94117

You've waited since 1325 B.C.

FORMULA 69

The most elegant gift available.

AN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
LOVE FORMULA

You've waited since 1325 B.C.

ELEGANT FORMULA

AN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
LOVE FORMULA

You've waited since 1325 B.C.

RICHARD
415/863-2434

FOR THE DISCOURAGING MALE

BAIT BUTT FOR YOU

NEGRO NATIONAL HOTEL

1139 Market
(S介h 30th)
"The parent hotel in San Francisco"

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO SWING
ON?

21ST ST.
BALL
BARTLETT
24TH 6TH ST.
B B
MR. B'S

ALWAYS OPEN! AVAILABLE AT:
BOOK STORES

ELEVATORS

4oz BOTTLES...

"99" SIX PACK

SIX 4oz BOTTLES

GREAT FOR THE BATHS

MAIL TO: F.R.L. 753 SHRADER, S.F. 94117

You've waited since 1325 B.C.

FORMULA 69

A LUBRICANT

THE WORLD'S FIRST

ELEGANT FORMULA

AN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN

LOVE FORMULA

FORMULA 69

Lubricating massage oil

Send for your one year subscription. Why take a chance of missing any in your local store. Write to:
"EVERYDAY SPECIALS"
"SALE" 415-600-0155
"EVERYDAY SPECIALS"
"SALE" 415-600-0155

Send for your one year subscription. Why take a chance of missing any in your local store. Write to:
"EVERYDAY SPECIALS"
"SALE" 415-600-0155
"EVERYDAY SPECIALS"
"SALE" 415-600-0155

Send 500. Use P.O. Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101

SACRAMENTO youth, white male, MODEL/ESCORT, domination. Call 7PM to 10 PM only.

MAN in early 40's, 5'10", hard and solid, rides like a stallion.
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SACRAMENTO youth, white male, MODEL/ESCORT, domination.

MAN in early 40's, 5'10", hard and solid, rides like a stallion.

SACRAMENTO youth, white male, MODEL/ESCORT, domination.

MAN in early 40's, 5'10", hard and solid, rides like a stallion.
J. Michael Proudly Presents

for Your Personal Consideration

839 Larkin St. • 94109

LEATHERWORLD
SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 776-7040